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Abstract. In-depth experimental characterisation of spontaneous shear flow10
patterning into a so-called E × B staircase—named after its planetary analogue—11
is shown in magnetised plasma turbulence, using ultrafast-sweeping reflectometry in12
the Tore Supra tokamak. Staircase signatures are found in a large variety of L-mode13
plasmas conditions. Sensitivity to the dominant source of free energy is highlighted for14
the first time. A connection between staircase shear layer permeability and deviation15
from oft-assumed favourable gyro-Bohm confinement scaling is strongly suggested,16
opening new routes to understanding confinement in drift-wave turbulence.17
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Global properties of complex systems are often influenced by the dynamics of self-1
organized mesoscale structures, emerging out of microscopic organisation of turbulent2
fluctuations. Planetary jets or zonal flows [1, 2] in fluids and magnetised plasmas, large-3
scale gyres or eddies [3], fronts or avalanches [4, 5, 6] in out-of-equilibrium systems4
are prime examples of such meso- to macroscale organisation borne of small-scale5
fluctuations. For instance when present, zonal flows and avalanches critically influence6
transport and mixing properties, the former as a benign repository for the free energy of7
the system, the latter as an intermittent means to release in short timescales amounts8
of this stored energy. These two phenomena impact confinement processes in plasmas9
and have therefore attracted much attention in fusion research in the recent years. In10
tokamaks, zonal flows are often characterised through their velocity profiles [7, 8] in11
thin radial regions whereas heat avalanches are identified through detection of long-12
range radial correlations of temperature fluctuations [9, 10]. The experimental setups13
required to perform these measurements considerably differ, possibly explaining why14
zonal flows and avalanches have mostly been considered independently so far.15
An interesting reconciliation between the seemingly antagonistic nature of zonal16
flows and of avalanches has recently been proposed, based on gyrokinetic simulations17
of magnetized plasma turbulence. This reconciliation occurs through the onset of a18
new kind of self-organized mesoscale structure, referred to as the ‘E × B staircase’19
[11, 12, 13]. Experimental identification of this structure and of a possible interplay20
between avalanches and zonal flows in fusion plasmas is specially challenging, the21
measurement in extended regions of well-resolved (time, space) shear flows and pressure22
profiles being notoriously complex and affected by large uncertainties. Yet confirming23
essential traits of this interplay and of a staircase organisation seen as a dynamic24
organisation of weak transport barriers is key for confinement. It is also a stringent test25
of modelling predictions and a demonstration of the essential role of self-organisation in26
plasma turbulence.27
Main findings—This work presents an extensive characterisation of the E×B staircase28
by analysing turbulent fluctuations measured by ultrafast sweeping reflectometry [16, 17]29
over extended radial profiles. Whilst many of its expected features are recovered under30
various experimental L-mode plasma conditions in Tore Supra, striking new features31
appear. Staircases are identified through observation of their successive shear layers.32
The key signatures, consistently with earlier findings are: a robust pattern of quasi-33
regularly spaced local reductions of the radial correlation of turbulent fluctuations34
accompanied by a sudden variation of their tilt across these layers, no correlation to35
low-order safety factor q rationals and a shear flow layer width ∼ 11 ± 4ρs that scales36
with the local sound gyroradius ρs, close to expected zonal flow values [13, 7].37
Two new findings are of significance for basic understanding and future plasma38
experiments. Staircases seem to depend strongly on the free energy source: observed39
in near-marginal ion drift-wave turbulence, their seeming disappearance in electron40
drift-wave dominated regimes—involving different space and time scales and kinetic41
properties—challenges our understanding of the basic principles of drift-wave self-42
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Figure 1. Staircase: experimental evidence. Successive staircase shear layers appear
as quasi-regularly spaced local contractions of the coherence (a) spectrally averaged
over turbulent frequencies, (b) displayed as a radial profile (gray: 95% confidence
interval). Signatures of shear flows at the staircase steps are shown through (c) the
evolution of the asymmetry of the cross-correlation functions along the radial profile
and (d)-(e) differential tilting on each side of the staircase step.
organisation. Also, a striking increased permeability of transport barriers with plasma1
size ρ−1? = a/ρs is found, a being the minor radius and ρ
−1
? being akin to a2
Reynolds number for neutral fluid turbulence. Of concern for large experiments, this3
observation suggests an unfavourable scaling of transport with ρ−1? and opens new4
routes to understanding gyro-Bohm breaking through microbarrier permeability. These5
observations at last provide a relatively inexpensive and reliable means to characterise6
an otherwise difficult measurement: flow shear with high space and time resolution. The7
method has broad applicability to characterising barrier onset and dynamics, transport8
and its many forms of bifurcation to regimes of improved confinement.9
The experimental setup—The results below are obtained in low confinement (L–mode)10
plasmas of the Tore Supra tokamak [18] of major radius R0 = 2.38 m, minor radius11
a = 0.72 m and magnetic field on axis B0 = 3.8 T. Turbulent fluctuations are diagnosed12
with an ultrafast sweeping microwave reflectometer [16]. The probing beam is launched13
from the tokamak midplane. Reflections from electron density fluctuations at successive14
plasma radii allow us to reconstruct radial profiles of density fluctuations with very high15
spatial (< 1 mm) and temporal (3 µs) resolution. High fluctuation levels characteristic16
of the plasma edge [19] and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) activity in the plasma17
core—concentrated in the vicinity of low-order rational q surfaces—can affect this18
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reconstruction. Staircase signatures are therefore looked for in MHD-free plasmas and1
in experimental conditions where fluctuation levels remain approximately constant, with2
values below 2%, so that the reflectometer response remains well-defined [17]. The bulk3
of our observations thus corresponds radially to regions r/a ∈ [0.5, 0.8].4
The shear flows at the staircase steps are detected through local contractions of5
the coherence γ2 of adjacent plasma layers, indicative of local reductions in the size6
of turbulent structures [20] and defined as γ2(r,∆r, F ) = 〈Pσ1σ2〉2/〈Pσ1σ1〉〈Pσ2σ2〉 with7
Pσ1σ2 , Pσ1σ1 and Pσ2σ2 the frequency cross and auto power spectra computed from the8
complex reflectometer signal time series σ1(r, t) and σ2(r+∆r, t), r the radial position, t9
the time and F the fluctuation frequency of the signal. The spectra are computed using10
a 256 points sliding time window with 50 % overlap. Physically, γ2 is a cross-correlation11
function in the frequency domain from which a radial profile of mean coherence length12
〈Lcoh〉F is derived, 〈·〉F denoting the average over the turbulent frequencies F ≥ 15 kHz13
[21]. 〈Lcoh〉F is a proxy for the correlation length of the turbulence. Importantly,14
its shape is robust regardless of the exact averaging domain in frequency F or of its15
definition using the full width at half maximum of 〈γ2(r,∆r)〉F , as displayed in Fig.1,16
or an e-folding decay length.17
Staircase evidence—The E×B staircase is expected to imprint on the mean coherence18
〈γ2〉F its quasiregular structure, at the location of its shear layers [13]. Quasiregularly19
spaced local minima, indicative of staircase steps, are robustly observed in many20
experimental conditions, as shown in Figs.1–(a) and (b) for the steady Ohmic shot21
#47673 at radial positions S1, S2 and S3: r/a ≈ 0.61, 0.65 and 0.68 respectively.22
Conclusions are based upon the relative radial variations of the coherence between23
adjacent layers and are thus robust provided, as is the case here, that the fluctuation24
levels remains moderate [22]. In order to further interpret the local minima S1–25
S3 as successive shear layers of an E × B staircase we compute the tilt of the26
turbulence fluctuations at different radii. Differential tilting on either side of the local27
minima (Si)i=1..3 is additional indication of the presence of a shear flow. Eddy tilting28
and radial propagation are diagnosed through anisotropies in the reflectometer cross-29
correlation [17]. Fig.1–(d) and (e) show the real part of the normalized cross-correlation30
function C (r,∆r,∆t), computed from the complex reflectometer signals σ1(r, t) and31
σ2(r + ∆r, t + ∆t) at positions r/a ∼ 0.63 and 0.67. Interestingly, the tilt reverses32
sign whilst crossing the S2 coherence minimum, as is expected from the presence of a33
shear flow at S2. In order to test the radial variation of tilting asymmetries against34
the local minima of the mean coherence length 〈Lcoh〉F , we define a scalar measure35
of the correlation anisotropy ϕ(r) =
∑
i,j C (r,∆ri,∆tj)Mij, with Mij = {−1, 0, 1} for36
∆ri∆tj {<,=, >} 0, respectively. Positive time delay correlations as in Fig.1–(d) lead37
to ϕ > 0 whereas cross-correlation functions that are tilted in the opposite direction as38
in Fig.1–(e) lead to ϕ < 0. A remarkable correlation between 〈Lcoh〉F minima and the39
radial change of sign of ϕ(r) is evidenced in Fig.1–(c). The pattern of local reductions of40
fluctuation correlations at S1–S3 mirrors extrema of mean flow shear, providing a likely41
visualization of E×B staircase steps.42
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An intriguing feature of the E×B staircase revealed by numerical simulation is the1
propensity of its shear layers to meander, river-like with their radial locations remaining2
at roughly constant drive of the turbulence∇p/p [13]. This idea is tested here, within the3
large uncertainties that affect the measurement of the pressure profile by comparing the4
mean coherence lengths measured in a reference ohmic phase to a phase where 1.6 MW of5
additional hybrid power is injected. The power is centrally deposited (within r/a < 0.5)6
resulting in a steepened pressure gradient in the central region. The estimated radial7
inward drift of the isovalues of ∇p/p in Fig.2-(a) is about r/a ≈ 0.02, which is in the8
same ballpark as the observed drifts of the local minima in Fig.2-(b).9
Barrier permeability, impact on confinement—Based on the above results, an extensive10
database search has led to identifying over 200 coherence length minima displaying11
a staircase signature, encompassing different plasma conditions, including Ohmic and12
externally heated plasmas. The bulk of staircase signatures is observed in the range13
0.5 < r/a < 0.8. Below r/a ∼ 0.5, both MHD activity near low-order safety factor14
q rationals and measurement accessibility at operational field and density values limit15
the database. The outer region r/a > 0.8 is discarded as the assumption of a linear16
response of the reflectometer there is less well established. Consistently with predictions,17
staircases are observed in low to moderate collisionality regimes ν? ∈ [0.01; 4] and in18
the vicinity of turbulence threshold: assuming Te = Ti, the measured electron density19
Ln = −n(dn/dr)−1 ∼ 0.2 m and temperature LTe = −Te(dTe/dr)−1 ∼ 0.1 m gradient20
scale lengths correspond to a moderate turbulent drive η = Ln/LT ∼ 2− 3. Important21
features of the E×B staircase can be quantitatively evaluated from the mean coherence22
length profiles, as illustrated in Fig.3.23
(i)—Linearly, modes localise near low-order q rationals. The plasma there is also prone24
to growing magnetic islands. These effects may result in localised profile corrugations25
and local reductions of coherence. No clear correlation is found however between26
staircase step localisation and q rationals evaluated by EFIT [23], suggesting as in27
calculations [13] a nonlinear turbulence-borne origin for the staircase. The drop of28
Figure 2. Localisation versus external heating. (a) pressure profile modification
during additional heating; (b) corresponding inward drifts of local minima of the mean
coherence length.
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Figure 3. Staircase properties. Quantities hs, δ
flow and ∆ that characterize the E×B
staircase and its microbarriers, plotted against key plasma parameters: ρ? and safety
factor q.
the mean coherence length hs at the location of the staircase shear layers is indicative1
of the strength of flow shear there and measures the permeability (porosity) [24] of2
the successive micro-barriers [details below]. Interestingly also, no clear correlation is3
found, Fig.3–(b) between flow shear strength hs (barrier impermeability) and low-order4
q rationals. A synergistic reinforcement of a staircase shear layer in proximity of a5
low-order q rational as noted in Ref.[13] is possible but does not stand out here as6
statistically significant—the role of magnetic fluctuations or increased zonal flow inertia7
with kinetic electron response may be key.8
(ii)—The width δflow of the mean coherence length minima (“flow thickness”) is similarly9
a measure of the radial extent of the shear flows at staircase steps and likely influences10
barrier permeability too. We find δflow ∼ 11 ± 4 ρs from Fig.3–(c), a value in close11
agreement with the predicted radial extent of shear layers in simulation [13] and zonal12
flow thickness [14, 7]. This observation reinforces our assessment of the series of 〈Lcoh〉F13
local minima as successive layers of mean zonal flows.14
(iii)—Within the present E×B staircase understanding, regions in-between the shear15
layers have a typical radial scale ∆ (the “avalanche size”) and are regions of strong16
avalanche-mediated transport. Two characteristic scale lengths are thus predicted for17
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the system: one `c ∼ 5ρs is associated with the local (micro) scale of the turbulence,1
the other ∆ is mesoscale—in-between `c and the macroscale a—and a measure of the2
typical radial extent of avalanches [11, 12]. Interestingly, the existence of these two scale3
lengths is quantitatively consistent with recent observations from Doppler reflectometry4
[25]. As opposed to Bohm scaling, unfavourable when extrapolated to Iter, so-called5
gyro-Bohm scaling predicts a transport at the scale of `c, i.e. that scales with ρs, based6
upon the assumption of a local nature for turbulence. In computations, as the system7
size increases (as ρ? decreases) the typical scale of avalanches is found not to increase in8
size and ∆ ∼ 30ρs, statistically [11]. Thus, even though transport is strongly nonlocal,9
avalanches rarely propagate throughout the whole system as they are stopped by the10
narrow staircase shear layers that act as a set of semi-permeable transport barriers.11
In simulations, the staircase microbarriers reintroduce on average a favourable gyro-12
Bohm-like scaling for confinement, despite avalanching. This ideal picture is somewhat13
questioned by the experimental results presented in Fig.3–(d). Indeed, no saturation14
at mesoscales is observed and ∆ can be very large for the (circled) small values of15
ρ? < 1/350.16
(iv)—An increased permeability of the microbarriers with ρ−1? may explain this17
detrimental ∆ scaling. Ideally, the permeability should be estimated from the fraction18
of avalanches that cross the barrier. This quantity is not accessible experimentally,19
we define a proxy as the combination (hs)
α(δflow)β, with α, β ≤ 0. Both quantities hs20
and δflow [Figs.3–(c) and (e)] are decreasing functions of ρ−1? , indicating a decreasing21
barrier strength with increasing plasma size. As a result avalanches, less hindered at22
small ρ? may propagate on larger distances, as illustrated in Fig.3–(f). This barrier23
permeability dependence with ρ? should be better explained based on a weakened drive24
of the staircase shear layers rather than on an increased damping, collisionality at small25
ρ? varying weakly throughout our database. These results could offer a new route to26
understand the observed breakdown of gyro-Bohm scaling [27, 28], of concern for future27
large machines as ρIter? < 1/500.28
Multi-channel staircasing?—What organisation emerges from the competition of several29
instability channels, each possibly leading to a distinct staircase patterning? This30
question is generic, turbulence generally resulting from a mixture of interplaying free31
energy sources rather than from a single instability. We address it whilst investigating32
staircase signatures at the transition between saturated ohmic confinement (SOC)—33
a pure Ion Temperature Gradient driven turbulence regime (ITG), as in computations34
and linear ohmic confinement (LOC)—where Trapped Electron Modes (TEM) dominate,35
with ITG in the background [26]. The LOC–SOC transition is a case study of bifurcation36
between drift-wave regimes involving distinct free energy channels: ∇Ti for ITG, ∇n37
or ∇Te for TEM and different characteristic time and length scales: the TEM growth38
rate is typically one order of magnitude faster than the one of ITG and TEMs develop39
at scales about 10 times smaller than the ion Larmor radius scale of ITGs. The free40
energy channels eventually couple, through collisions and quasi-neutrality. What self-41
organisation to expect at the transition is a central question for drift-wave turbulence.42
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Figure 4. Staircase and LOC-SOC transition. (a) Energy confinement time against
mean electron density: staircases observed in SOC only. LOC (b) and SOC (c)
frequency power spectra at r/a ∼ 0.66 and their respective coherence lengths.
Intriguingly, as shown in Fig.4–(a), E × B staircase footprints are only observed1
so far in SOC. They seemingly abruptly disappear at the SOC–LOC transition and2
are not observed in low density LOC regimes. The transition is scanned whilst ramping3
plasma density. TEM activity is monitored [29] using two easily identified quasi-coherent4
modes around |F | ∼ 50 kHz in the frequency spectrum of Fig.4–(b) that disappear in5
SOC, Fig.4–(c). Staircase steps there are visible at r/a ∼ 0.63 and 0.67 as marked6
Lcoh reductions for the broadband ITG frequencies. A fainter and non-conclusive single7
reduction of Lcoh is visible at r/a ∼ 0.65 in Fig.4–(b) but only seems to affect frequencies8
outside the TEM range. Staircase disappearance at TEM transition may be indicative of9
(i) enhanced resilience of TEM turbulence to shearing [30] as compared to ITG, (ii) finer10
scales and faster meandering of an electron drift-wave staircase or (iii) a manifestation11
of kinetic effects, TEMs originating from resonant electrons trapped in local wells of the12
magnetic field.13
Outlook—E×B staircases are identified in a large variety of plasma parameters in ion14
drift-wave turbulence using correlation analysis from ultrafast-sweeping reflectometry.15
Permeability and radial dynamics of staircase shear layers may shed a new light on16
central questions for confinement: (i) the recent observation of fine-scale stable zonal17
flow layering during transport barrier build-up [31] may be indicative of staircase layer18
coalescence [32], possibly a new route to accessing regimes of improved confinement19
whilst (ii) staircase permeability that results from a delicate avalanche–zonal flow20
balance at the staircase steps [11, 12] may help elucidate gyro-Bohm breaking and21
observations of confinement degradation. (iii) We can finely probe flow structure and22
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dynamics; effort should now be made to characterise avalanches. (iv) Coupled analysis of1
high-resolution density and electron temperature fluctuations—the latter unfortunately2
unavailable on Tore Supra—in the spirit of the above discussion should allow for renewed3
insights in fundamental aspects of drift-wave turbulence self-organisation.4
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